
Introduction

Mining and technical facilities together with related ac-
tivities, were aimed at getting support in acquiring knowl-
edge about the geological, tectonic and hydrogeological set-
ting of surface and near-surface objects. They had the task of
ensuring the feasibility of observations on some surface or
near-surface objects and to execute the required geological,
tectonic and hydrogeological examinations. The implemen-
tation was performed by Calamites Ltd.

During the ground-based geological exploration in
2002–2003 the implemented mining facilities included 2
trenches and three dug wells with total lengths of 1500 m
and 77.3 m, respectively. 9 overfalls were set up as technical

facilities (BALLA et al. 2003b). Simultaneously with their
excavation, trenches were subjected to detailed geological-
tectonic logging (with additional hydrogeological docu-
mentation). Geological and hydrogelogical documentation
was executed in dug wells. The structure of the rest of the re-
port is as follows:

— excavation and examination of trenches,
— penetration and examination of dug wells,
— installation of gauging stations.
Golder Association (Hungary) Ltd. executed detailed

technical supervision during the implementation of both the
trenches and dug wells. During this period — when activity
was taking place — this company supervised the quantity
and quality of the work on a daily basis and recorded all
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Abstract

Apart from boreholes, some mining and technical facilities were implemented during the ground-based geological explorations in 2002–2003.
The mining facilities included trenches and dug wells, whereas the technical facilities involved gauging stations (overfalls).

Trenches provided the opportunity to extend geological and tectonic knowledge laterally as implemented along the bottom of the two valleys closest
to the Site. (These valleys were eastward and westward of the Site, in the Éva Valley — Trench A1, and in the Mészkemence Valley — Trench A2, respective-
ly, both of them approximately 750 m long.) Some fracture zones were also traced. Geophysical surveying and hand drilling provided help in selecting the
best possible track. Trenches were excavated by using two methods: exposing walls and virtual trenches. These methods resulted in the creation of an out-
crop of basement rocks at least 0.5 m high. Trench sections with lengths of 100 m have already been reclaimed during the excavation of their farther parts.

Dug wells were penetrated essentially for hydrogeological purposes in the overlying beds (for examining the three-phase zone). At the same
time they facilitated the examination of the geological setting — including primarily palaeosols — thus increasing knowledge about the setting.
Three dug wells were penetrated: the 35.0 m deep Well K2 near Borehole Üh–22 on the hilltop; below, in the hillside the 18.5 m deep Well K3; and
in the hillside above Borehole Üh–30, the 19.8 m deep Dug Well K4. Their penetration was not at all easy but ended in success: achievement of the
required or feasible depth, logging and sampling as well as reinforcement by well rings, were all accomplished.

Implementation of mining facilities was supported by partial technical supervision ensuring the application of appropriate excavation meth-
ods and the efficient recording of quantitative data as well.

The establishment of gauging stations (overfalls) facilitated a more accurate examination of the surface water budget. Altogether, some 9 over-
falls were set up during the ground-based exploration in 2002–2003. Along with the previous 4 overfalls, they provided accurate knowledge on the
surface water budget of the Site.



events occurring at the objects. It is presented in the basic
technical documentation of the trenches and dug wells
(SZEGŐ et al. 2003a). As far as gauging stations (overfalls)
are concerned, their installation was supervised by the
Geological Institute of Hungary (MÁFI) and Bátatom Ltd.
Figures 1 and 2 represent the layout of the mining and tech-
nical (overfalls) facilities, respectively.

Implementation 
of trenches and dug wells

The objective of the implementation and mapping of the
trenches was to trace the fracture zone which passed through
the lower part of Borehole Üh–2. The task was to ensure ob-
servations would be possible in the valleys crossing the pre-
sumed strike of the fracture zone as well as to support the ex-
ecution of required geological, tectonic and hydrogeologi-
cal investigations. The latter included the exposition of frac-
ture zones in the granite and the determination of the param-
eters of the fractures (orientation, size, frequency and distri-
bution). Trenches were excavated eastward and westward of
the Site, in the Éva Valley – Trench A1, and in the Mész-
kemence Valley – Trench A2. The orientation of both valleys
suggests that they should cross at a comparatively steep
angle the presumed fracture zone striking between NE(SW)
and E(W) through Borehole Üh–2.

Starting from the bottom end of the valley the excava-
tion of Trench A1 proceeded upwards along the valley in a

SSW direction (Figure 1). According to the preliminary
design it may have recovered a fracture zone from the bot-
tom (northern) end of the valley to its SSW end, passing
through Borehole Üh–2 and striking between 49–229° and
103–283°. The planned virtual length of the trench made
up of the total length of the sections marked on the
1:10,000-scale map amounted to 570 m.

The main point in defining the orientation of Trench A2
was to ensure the recovery of the fracture zone in a certain
overlap with the orientations revealed in Trench A1 in Éva
Valley, even if the strike changed slightly. At the NW be-
ginning and the SE end of the trench it may have recovered
a 84–264° and a 42–222° striking fracture zone, respec-
tively. It included the most probable strike interval — be-
tween (70-87°) and (250-267°) — of the fracture towards
both trenches. The trench started 300 m from the NW
mouth of the valley and it was stripped upwards along the
valley in a SE direction with a total length of 620 m, made
up of the total length of the sections marked on the
1:10,000-scale map.

Trenches were excavated mainly in the steeper, left
wing of the valleys. Thus they followed the outcrops and
provided the highest probability for recovering bedrocks.

Implementation of trenches

Contracted by the Calamites Ltd., trenches were imple-
mented by the Légkalapács Deposit Company (DCo.)
under the technical supervision of MÁFI. Implementation
design was prepared by Mecsek Szénterv Ltd. Soil-me-
chanical expertise for determining the track and the imple-
mentation of the trench was furnished by the Anomália
DCo. and the Trilobita DCo., respectively. Base maps and
other surveying material were provided by Imre Vadászi
and Partner Ltd.

To lay out the trace-line of the trenches the following fac-
tors had to be taken into consideration:

— granite should be near the surface (in the bedrock or
under thin cover),

— large deforestation should be avoided,
— protected vegetation should not be damaged,
— implementation should be realised by comparatively

simple methods,
— large-volume excavation should be avoided.
Since granite occurred extensively in the rubble, or it

was frequently totally buried, the layout of the final trace
needed some preliminary survey. For this purpose 1–3 m
deep soil-mechanical boreholes were penetrated every 50 m
through hand drilling. An additional three boreholes were
penetrated in sections and at right angles to the planned trace
line. These boreholes were in the spots where the primary
drilling had not furnished enough information for trace defi-
nition. Moreover, a geoelectric survey was performed (VÉR-
TESY et al. 2004) in order to define the depth of the top of the
granite body.

The research plan approved by the authorities included
the following regulations of the Danube–Drava National
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Figure 1. Mining facilities implemented in 2002–2003
1 — exploratory trench; 2 — dug well; 3 — overfall; 4 — borehole; 5 — site bound-

ary; 6 — restored road

1. ábra. A 2002–2003-ban mélyített bányászati létesítmények helyszín-
rajza

1 — kutatóárok; 2 — ásott kút; 3 — bukó; 4 — fúrás; 5 — telephely határa; 6 — 
felújított út



Park Directorate (DDNPI; these regulations had a consider-
able effect on the implementation work):

— trenches should be excavated exclusively by hand or
other methods which protect the environment; furthermore,
the excavation should take place only after the preliminary re-
moval of dead fallen leaves and there should be special treat-
ment of the fertile layer, which should be carefully stored;

— trenches should be excavated exclusively with sec-
tion a maximum 80–100 m long; the next section should not
be opened before the previous one has been reclaimed;

— only local material should be used for the reclamation
of the affected areas in order to avoid the spread of invading
species.

During the planning phase of the trenches the sections
where the trace had to be modified or cancelled completely
were marked in brief sections due to some reasons related to
the natural environment (e.g. protected plants). These spots
were marked in the plans and in a clearly visible way in the

field as well. In the majority of cases the trench was shifted
onto the other side of the valley in order to avoid protected
plants.

The resulting facility was a trench where:
— there was a possibly vertical, 0.5 m high, exposed

granite surface along the whole length of the trench avail-
able for mapping and sampling;

— the trench and cuts were excavated manually and, in the
vicinity of streams, they were covered by duck-boards and de-
posited the excavated earth on the opposite side of excavation;

— the bottom of the trench or the rock wall was set at a
low altitude above the valley floor in order to recognise tiny
water seepages (when working near the streams this altitude
was determined by the bench structure built above the
stream);

— in virtual trench sections the bottom width was set at
0.8–1.0 m and the wall height at a maximum of 2 m;

— the exposed granite body was cleared for mapping.
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Figure 2. Gauging stations (overfalls)
Water flow recording engineering structure (overfall): 1 — implemented before 2002 (B1–B4); 2 — in 2002 in the frame of ground-based exploration (B5–B9); 3 — in
2002 for the Preliminary Environmental Impact Study (EIS, B10–B 13). Other symbols: 4 — borehole; 5 — dug well; 6 — exploratory trench; 7 — site boundary;

8 — restored road

2. ábra. A vízhozammérő műtárgyak (bukók) helyszínrajza
Vízhozammérő műtárgy (bukó): 1 — 2002 előtti (B1–B4); 2 — 2002. évi, a felszíni kutatás keretében (B5–B9); 3 — 2002. évi, az előzetes környezeti hatástanul-

mány számára (B10–B13). Egyéb jelek: 4 — fúrás; 5 — ásott kút; 6 — földtani kutatóárok; 7 — telephely határa; 8 — felújított út



Since the trench walls were curved, the length of the
trenches exceeded the sum of the sections marked on the
map. Quite frequently it became necessary to change be-
tween the sides of the trenches. In such cases, on order to en-
sure overlapping a 5 m long section was excavated on each
side. It also increased the length of the trench. The virtual
length of the two trenches was 1490.3 m when measured
during excavation, whereas it amounted to 1506.91 m during
mapping. (This figure was arrived at by summing up the ge-
odetically surveyed distances between the marker points laid
out every 2-3 metres). Trench excavation and subsequent
reclamation terminated on 13 December and 19 December
2002, respectively. A summary of the data of the implemen-
tation is presented in Table 1.

The excavation of Trench A1 in the Éva Valley focused
on clearing the wall. It was stopped as soon as the bedrock
had become visible, thus allowing continuous tectonic and
geological observation. Starting from above the stream
level, another 2 m of wall was exposed for mapping. In order
to facilitate the observation of tiny water seepages the trench
was dug (and the wall was exposed) at the lowest possible al-
titude above the valley bottom.

Along the sections where it was uncertain whether the
parent rock could be reached horizontally within 1 metre,
some drifts were brought about at right angles to the side up
to a height of 2 m. Provided the granite was got the drift faces
were joined with a trench.

Trench A2 was set up in the Mészkemence Valley. Due to
the deeper position of the granite expected in the lower part
of the valley, some geophysical profiles and hand-drilled
boreholes were completed thus facilitating a more accurate
plan for the excavation. In these sections  mainly virtual
trenches were dug. Upstream of Overfall B1, outcrops could
be observed in the valley side in several wall sections and it
was there that the wall was exposed. Like in the case of
Trench A1, here the hillside was exposed laterally from the
valley bottom until the granite bedrock was reached. As a re-
sult of poorer exposition it had to be necessary to excavate
deeper than in the Éva Valley and frequently the granite
body could  be only reached by digging.

Mapping of the trenches

During mapping and in compliance with the exploration
plan (BALLA et al. 2002), a drawing map was prepared of the
wall of the cut and the hillside wing of the trenches. Map-
ping was based on modern digital techniques. Its process
and method were reported in the operational report (BALLA

et al. 2003a) on the works completed in 2002 and in this vol-
ume (GYALOG et al. 2004).

Marker points fixed in the wall each 2-3 m served as the
field basis for the mapping. These amounted to 410 and 419 m
in Trenches A1 and A2, respectively. The X, Y, Z coordinates
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Table 2. Geological and tectonic mapping of the trenches

Table 1. Implementation data of Trenches A1 and A2

Figure 3. Picture of a trench section prepared for mapping
Marker points, horizontal (or almost vertically ascending) wire sections, the
stream covered with duck-boards, and the extracted overburden piled up tem-

porarily on the other side of the valley supported by a duck-board

3. ábra. Egy dokumentálásra előkészített árokszakasz képe 
Markerpontok és a köztük levő vízszintes (illetve közel függőlegesen
emelkedő) zsinórszakaszok, a pallóval befedett patak, valamint a völgy túlsó
oldalán, pallóval megtámasztva az ideiglenesen felhalmozott, kitermelt 

fedőanyag 



of each marker point were surveyed and this made it possible
to fully reconstruct the spatial characteristics of the trenches.
(The surveying was carried out by Imre Vadászi and Partner
Ltd. under the supervision of Kömlőd Korrekt Ltd.)

5 geologists took part in the mapping. Of the 1506.91 m
mapped trench length, 1157.06 m and 349.85 m were execut-
ed by the experts of MÁFI and Mecsekérc Co., respectively.
Along the trenches map-based tectonic data registration and
correlation were performed. The digital processing was
completed by Kömlőd Korrekt Ltd. The data summarising
the geological-tectonic mapping and the picture of a section
prepared for mapping are presented in Table 2 and Figure 1,
respectively.

A uniform report was compiled of the trenches with a sep-
arate geological description of each trench (GYALOG et al.
2003a). Along the trenches the following were presented: the
name and the boundaries of the formations (by sections) in ta-
bles; the geodetically surveyed coordinates of the marker
points; and their distance from each other and from the begin-
ning of the trench. The 1:50-scale map- and image-based
mapping coupled with the 1:50-scale map series of tectonic
observations in the trenches was annexed, and the briefly
summarised laboratory analyses were also included (GYALOG

et al. 2004).
Mapping of trenches facilitated to acquire knowledge

on the surface extent of the two main rock types, monzo-
granite and monzonite. Trenches cut through several larger
fracture zones. They were essentially parallel with the frac-
ture zone exposed in Borehole Üh–2 (and penetrated also
by inclined boreholes Üh–25 and Üh–36), though it was im-
possible to prove their direct correspondence.

Sampling of the trenches

Due to the strongly weathered state of the rocks compara-
tively few samples were taken from the trenches. However,
some microscopic tests of thin sections of the basement rocks
and some analyses of Molluscs of the Quaternary overburden
deserve attention. The two trenches exposed several water
seepages (some of them may have indicated a damming zone
in the granite complex). Water samples were taken of them.

Penetration and examination 
of the dug wells

The objective of the implementation and logging of dug
wells was to yield information on the infiltration processes
taking place in the Site and in its environment. The related

task was to expose the infiltration zone embracing the loose
sedimentary assemblage overlying the granite and to facili-
tate its direct study.

In order to investigate the infiltration zone two dug wells
were penetrated within the Site near Borehole Üh–22 (Dug
Wells K2 and K3), and another one in the Site’s environment
above the new Borehole Üh–30 on the tongue to WNW
(Dug Well K4 — Figure 1). The anticipated depth of the
three dug wells was uniformly 30 m.

The two dug wells completed in the vicinity of Bore-
hole Üh–22 characterise the Site. They were designed to
penetrate — in one profile — the longest possible section
of the 60 m thick Quaternary sequence of the hilltop. Dug
Well K2 on the hilltop southward of Borehole Üh–22 was
deepened to reach 35 m. On the other hand, Dug Well K3
was penetrated at the root of the steep slope and to the E of
K2 at an altitude exactly 30 m below the level of K2, with
an anticipated depth of 25 m. Consequently, the two dug
wells represented a continuous sequence with a 5 m over-
lap, as formulated in the plan. Dug Well K4 was set up
above Borehole Üh–30 at a lower altitude than the earlier
ones in an eastern tongue, in the key observation point es-
tablished around Henrik Spring.

None of the dug wells reached the granite but they did cross
the 1963 tritium peak. Thus they provided valuable information
on infiltration and its velocity. K3 even recovered the perched
ground water. The third dug well, K4, stopped in the granite.

Penetration of the dug wells

Like the 30 m deep dug well completed in the vicinity of
Borehole Üh–1, during the research in 1997–1998, dug wells
in the related project phase were penetrated by hand. Ca-
lamites Ltd. was contracted to organise the work and it was
actually carried out by the Légkalapács DCo.

The process of penetrating the dug wells was as follows:
— dug wells were penetrated with a diameter of 1.3 m

and a circular profile;
— material extracted during the digging was deposited

in piles 20 cm high, thus facilitating continuous geological
logging; if the depth achieved an appropriate value the geol-
ogist descended into the well to take samples;

— deviating from the original plan due to modification
by the planner (which was judged lawful by the responsible
authority), the walls of the wells were not supported with
well rings during penetration since the formations (loess,
clay) proved to be sufficiently stable. The wells were fitted
with 0.5 m high well rings fabricated for this special pur-
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Table 3. Data for the dug wells



pose. The rings had a diameter of 120 cm and were equipped
with holes and steps for walking only after the bottom had
been reached;

— the top of the wells was covered during penetration to
prevent the incursion of precipitation or air humidity;

— finally the well was completed to allow subsequent
sidelong allocation of probes which could measure the water
quality and soil humidity (for this purpose some manufac-
tured holes each with a diameter of 3 cm were drilled in the
well rings for the probes); the position of each hole was de-
cided during the ring casing, depending on the planned posi-
tion of the probes;

— Well K3, which reached a water aquifer (perched
ground water), was equipped with an automatic groundwa-
ter observation instrument operating as part of the monitor-
ing system.

The data for the dug wells and Dug Well K2 before ring
casing are represented in Table 3 and Figure 4, respectively.

The depth of the 3 wells deviated from the plan. Instead
of 30.0 m, Well K2 reached down to 35 m (due to the rugged
relief affecting the layout of Well K3). Due to a significant
water influx Well K3 was stopped at 18.5 m before achieving
the anticipated depth of 25 m; however, together the two
wells penetrated nearly the full loess profile. Owing to the
fact that the granite surface was higher than expected dig-
ging had to stop in Well K4 at 19.8 m. Therefore, instead of
90 m the total depth of the three wells amounted to 73.3 m.

Logging of the dug wells

The loose rock which was excavated from the dug
wells was stored in small piles. The material of every pile
was taken from a distinct 20 cm interval of the dug well.
These piles were described during the logging and they
were also sampled. If the geologist ocassionally decided
to be necessary he descended into the well to see the rocks
in situ. In this case the log was based on what he had seen
in the well. Syncronously samples could have also been

taken. Logging was executed by the scientists of MÁFI (I.
Marsi and Gy. Don).

During logging a profile-based geological description
of the sidewalls of the dug wells were prepared as had
been done with borehole sequences. Drawings of the pro-
files of the sidewalls were compiled and images of some
special phenomena were acquired. Marking was executed
using a tape measure fixed on the N side of the wall of the
dug wells. Generally, pictures were also taken of the N
side along with the tape measurements (deviations from
that routine were documented).

The structure of the dug well logging (GYALOG et al.
2003b) is similar to that of the drill core logging. Apart
from the geological description of each formation on the
basis of the wells, it includes the description of layers on
report sheets, the continuous photo documentation of
sidewalls, the 1:100-scale sketch of well profiles and labo-
ratory analyses.

In the same way as the borehole database, the descrip-
tion layer by layer was prepared on the tabular datasheet
and loaded directly (or through a pocket PC) into the data-
base. The detailed logging provided an excellent opportu-
nity to distinguish and classify the layers of loess and pa-
laeosols.

Sampling of the dug wells

After taking samples the guidelines of the sampling plan
elaborated during logging were followed. Samples were
taken of the extracted material and the bottom or sidewalls
of the wells. The main studies were as follows: hydrophysi-
cal (K = hydraulic conductivity, pF analysis), sedimentolog-
ical, structural, palaeontological, hydrogeological, etc. (unit
weight, porosity) investigations as well as description of thin
sections made of soil samples and the analysis of spherules.
The determination of tritium profiles in the wells was of ut-
most importance. Tritium peaks were observed between 4–7
m; the water of 1963 reached this level.
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Figure 4. Dug Well K2 before ring casing
4. ábra. A K2 ásott kút gyűrűzés előtt



Technical supervision 
of the surface mining research facilities

For the technical supervision of the surface mining research
facilities (i.e. trenches and dug wells) the technical supervision
and documentation system used by Golder Associates was ap-
plied. While leaving the original principle intact, the technical
supervision and documentation system elaborated for bore-
holes was updated according to the given task.

During the technical supervision Golder Associates
(Hungary) were responsible for supervising and documenting
the fieldwork of the contractors, ensuring that the instructions
of the execution plan were observed, keeping the immediate
worksite in order, and insisting on the protection of the natural
environment. Concerning the collection of information and
technical data, the technical supervision system was inde-
pendent of both the contractor and contracting authority.
However, it was in direct contact with the professional man-
agement — i.e. the head of geological exploration. During the
progress of the work some operative decisions were needed,
in accordance with the knowledge already gained about the
exposed sections, in order to ensure more complete documen-
tation and the acquisition of more accurate information.

During the excavation of the trenches and dug wells par-
tial technical supervision was conducted which was per-
formed once or several times a day. During the execution  the
security and safety of the working conditions were also
checked. The technical supervisor was there if the signifi-
cance of the actual activity warranted his/her presence.

Documentation was executed by compiling a “Daily
Report of Trench Digging” and a “Daily Report of Well
Digging”, both in tabular format. These daily reports were
of a standard form: the name of participants in the research
activities, the code of the research facility, its date, duration
of the work, name of the work phase, number and layout of
the section, name of the work leader, number of staff and
name of the technical supervisor. A brief description of

daily activities, deviations during execution, decisions and
the justification of their implementation together with
weather data were recorded in both reports. Daily and total
trench length, extracted earth mass, length- and cross sec-
tions, deposited earth volume and the rate of reclamation
can be regarded as the specific data of trench digging. With
regard to well digging, these specific data included the daily
and total penetrated depth, the extracted earth mass, axial
section and cross section of the well, the position of perfora-
tions and built-in well rings, and also the volume of the de-
posited and removed earth. Daily reports were prepared
when the work was finished and at the time of the transmis-
sion of the work site. The final technical documentation of
the research facilities was prepared on the basis of daily re-
ports (SZEGŐ et al. 2003a, b).

Installation 
of gauging stations (overfalls)

Gauging stations (overfalls) were aimed at getting a
more accurate picture of the surface water budget of the area
and facilitating the observation of temporal changes in the
water discharge of some of the significant streams. This
work was executed by Calamites Ltd. and Pécs Hydroterv
DCo. (the latter as subcontractor).

Before the initiation of the investigations in 2002–2003
some 4 gauging stations (Overfalls B1–4) operated in the
frame of the monitoring system for the surface water in the
area. However, they were eventually found to be insufficient.
5 additional overfalls (B5–9) have therefore been planned
for studying the water budget more accurately. Moreover, 4
other additional overfalls (B10–13) were installed in the
vicinity of two villages (Bátaapáti and Mórágy) in the stud-
ied area, as required by the Preliminary Environmental
Impact Study (Figure 2). Data about the overfalls occurring
in the area are summarised in Table 4.
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Table 4. Data for the overfalls implemented in the environment of the Bátaapáti 
(Üveghuta) Site



Implementation criteria for the new overfalls set up in
the frame of ground-based exploration were as follows:

— Overfalls B5 and B6 were set on streams running in
the Éva Valley and the Mély Valley, respectively, both in the
vicinity of their meeting points. This facilitated the hydro-
geological interpretation of the Well Groups Mó–6 (1997)
and Mó–7, which penetrated nearby. Moreover, these 2 over-
falls can be used to determine the water yield entering the
village of Mórágy.

— Installing Overfall B7 was anticipated in the Éva
Valley near the Anikó Spring. Based on the groundwater re-
lief, it could be suggested that the water that infiltrated in the
area above the Site comes to the surface. Overfall B4 — al-
ready operating downstream in the vicinity of the Henrik
Spring — and Observation Well Üh–12 recorded the dis-
charge of water in the immediate eastern valley which runs
from the hill at the Site. This hill has been explored by deep
boreholes. The new overfall provided an opportunity to de-
termine more accurately the discharge of the Site as the dif-
ference of discharges measured in the two overfalls.

— The installation of Overfall B8 was designed above the
Observation Well Üh–14 and the Well Group Üh–32A–D,
which is nearby. Observation Wells Üh–21 and Üh–15 can be
found upstream from this overfall. Downstream, the already op-
erating Overfalls B2 and B1 measured the water discharge of the
valley of the Üveghuta settlement and of the Mészkemence
Valley, respectively. The new Overfall B8 enabled a more de-
tailed hydrogeological characterisation of the area to be made.

— Overfall B9 was set up in the Hosszú Valley, 0.5 km
upstream from its mouth. The alluvium of the stream be-
tween the overfall and the mouth was not expected to create a
significant water volume and runoff occurred in deeper lev-
els. Surface discharge could thus be measured in the over-
fall. The Hosszú Valley could be regarded as one of the most
important water collectors of the earlier Ófalu potential site,
therefore Overfall B9 made it possible to utilise the informa-
tion acquired during the Ófalu investigation as well.

— Overfalls B10 and B13 provided information up- and
downstream of Bátaapáti, respectively. Overfall B12 was in-
stalled at the mouth of Nagymórágy Valley in the valley of
the projected incline. Finally, Overfall B11 recorded data of
the stream of the Mórágy village at the mouth of the service
road of Mórágy.

The 9 new overfalls were completed like the already exist-
ing ones: a concrete engineering structure ensuring the stabili-
ty both up- and downstream. In compliance with the need for
making measurements it includes a steel-made, 90° Thomp-
son overfall edge and an outlet canal facilitating continuous
recording of the headwater level. It is also equipped with a
locker instrument house and an automatic (Dataqua) water
level register. On the basis of the instruction of the DDNPI ex-
pert authority the concrete surface of the slope of the overfalls
was covered by andesite delivered from Komló. Each overfall
has also been equipped with a water metre for visual reading,
and with steps for maintenance (Figure 5).

A single overfall was completed under normal field and
weather conditions during 7-8 workdays. As compared with

the others, the installation of Overfalls B7, B8 and B9 were
substantially affected by poor road and rainy weather condi-
tions (materials needed for the overfall construction often
had to be carried to the site by hand). On average 12 m3  of
concrete, 1-2 m3 of gravel and some 6 tonnes of andesite
were used for each overfall.

To start with, after the preparatory fieldwork, the concret-
ing of the bottom of the stream bed was proceeded. In compli-
ance with the designer’s suggestion a gravel bed was not
placed under the concrete (unlike previous overfalls). It was
compensated by a thicker concrete layer instead. Following
the consolidation interval (and as a function of weather condi-
tions) the slopes were shaped, they were covered with 5–30
cm broken andesite rubble, and the pipe of the water level
metre was built in. Then  the technical equipment of the over-
falls was mounted (90° Thompson overfall edge, Dataqua in-
strument, water level bar). Two sentinel points were estab-
lished at a 10-15 m distance from the engineering structure in
two opposite direction away from the structure. This was
made in order to check the overfall did not move. Finally, the
routes of approach (steps, ladder) were constructed and the
original state of the environment was re-established: all un-
used materials brought to the work site were removed.

The geodetic survey of the overfalls was performed by
the Geodetic Group of Mecsekérc Co. Surveying was re-
alised by making use of the previously consolidated (wood-
en stick, iron spike) and defined reference points with a
Trimble 5605 DR 200+ Servo Total Station using the meth-
od of polar control point surveying. During the measure-
ments the followings were defined: the breakpoints of the
iron plate built in the gauging station, the top of the iron pipe
serving as the emplacement of the instrument, the hilti nail
driven into the concrete at the iron pipe, the point “0” of the
water metre and the two sentinel points of the engineering
structure. The EOV (Uniform National Projection System)
coordinates of the surveyed points and their Z altitude
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Figure 5. Picture of an overfall (B10) — the concrete engineering 
structure with a Thompson overfall edge and water meter

5. ábra. Egy bukó (B10) képe — a beton műtárgy a Thomson-bukóéllel
és a vízmércével
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(Baltic) were defined with cm and mm accuracy, respective-
ly. The bottom of the cut of the Thompson overfall edge was
considered as the reference point of the overfall.

Summary

Apart from boreholes, some mining and technical facilities
were implemented during the ground-based geological explo-
rations in 2002–2003. The mining facilities included trenches
and dug wells, whereas the technical facilities involved gauging
stations (overfalls).

Trenches provided the opportunity to extend geological and
tectonic knowledge laterally as implemented along the bottom of
the two valleys closest to the Site. (These valleys were eastward and
westward of the Site, in the Éva Valley — Trench A1, and in the
Mészkemence Valley — Trench A2, respectively, both of them ap-
proximately 750 m long.) Some fracture zones were also traced.
Geophysical surveying and hand drilling provided help in selecting
the best possible track. Trenches were excavated by using two
methods: exposing walls and virtual trenches. These methods re-
sulted in the creation of an outcrop of basement rocks at least 0.5 m

high. Trench sections with lengths of 100 m have already been re-
claimed during the excavation of their farther parts.

Dug wells were penetrated essentially for hydrogeological
purposes in the overlying beds (for examining the three-phase
zone). At the same time they facilitated the examination of the ge-
ological setting — including primarily palaeosols — thus increas-
ing knowledge about the setting. Three dug wells were penetrated:
the 35.0 m deep Well K2 near Borehole Üh–22 on the hilltop;
below, in the hillside the 18.5 m deep Well K3; and in the hillside
above Borehole Üh–30, the 19.8 m deep Dug Well K4. Their pen-
etration was not at all easy but ended in success: achievement of
the required or feasible depth, logging and sampling as well as re-
inforcement by well rings, were all accomplished.

Implementation of mining facilities was supported by par-
tial technical supervision ensuring the application of appropri-
ate excavation methods and the efficient recording of quantita-
tive data as well.

The establishment of gauging stations (overfalls) facilitated a
more accurate examination of the surface water budget. Altogether,
some 9 overfalls were set up during the ground-based exploration in
2002–2003. Along with the previous 4 overfalls, they provided ac-
curate knowledge on the surface water budget of the Site.




